
Infrafractures of thé Heart.  
Frat. Because gravity is an infrastructure; (g-Y) units 6:ןoo(L).  
 
Z1. Reactive reality [A] 
Z2. Penetrative or bent proportions (bq) [A] 
Z3. Absorbed Reality (3; left lung).  
 
Aerial proportions to plate tectonics. Of unique ventricles, their aerial wavelengths, and 
refractions-required by the Eye, its nerve endings, and their interval infragments in and within 
gravity. [green]. Of quantum physics.  
 
Hu Plasma. By Energy affect of time. Uii in both nervous cells and intercourse by (neoplasmic, 
pulse, [rares (energy left its dividend)])  
 
The negative cavonic is what pulls magnetic attraction in by water (in sèmen) [serotonin] to 
proportions of heat waves through electromagnetic properties. Interval A,h,P of 3 [Avonic 
Culture] its perplex Squared minused by light.  
 
Interval 1. In heatwaves by eye levels of od h in 3/3 ectotomical proportion does its unit square 
air down and into proportionate ventricle [even] to the left eye and adjunct to placement in 
[white]. Thé nervous cells then extract back by proportionate weight of 8 -2 (by subjunction T) = 
6 hydrogenated (squared by p) left of hydrothermal 3|0|3 or 2.6/.5[double complex]uG fY 
variable r [nucleus] proportionate Weight [inner] ml.13. Culture to color [volatility weight] nY by 8 
weight of its left intricate squared proportion. Ut of True by .33 infinite heat by regards its 
hydronic pulls [green] of hydrogen of units. 12(m0:(ן molecular placement  
 
Interval 2. Then by mass dies nitrogen fulfill y subcomplex I in [Quality: H] hyfa, thé neuron, 
electromagnetic to plate tectonics outer adjacent by light to air (frictions of breathing points 
[яаре, hypothermia, H9]. The electromagnetic wave field over outer perplexities.  
 
Interval 3. H-h. To water what is [vl] of electro monotonic heat structures by the energy resource 
c to become uneven by even inert sterilized by width. In red:red ratio of équilatéral pt. 3 in 
perspective 2 hע - hן of ectotomical [chlorophyll] in 3D perplacent value. Resource 0.  
 

Fixed Ration under hydroquotical pressure (3D) 
D=[atrium] (x-i) [(2g)] + (e) = ⅔ ^2 it’s ratio by extroverted light (Tp) 

3.13 thé cause of latitude to intertransversal systems x-x 
[left lung] udg  

 


